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To the world you may be just somebody.  But to somebody you just might be the world.  

 

Dear Colleagues; 

 As we enter into this holiday season, please take the time to reflect on the many blessings that 

have been bestowed upon you and your family.  Please know that some of our students are not as 

fortunate as we are.  As we look forward to being at home and relaxing, some of our students will not 

have the luxury of that.  Some will not eat or have a place to call home.  Some will not receive presents 

and some will not have a stable environment to relax in.  Do what you can to help your students and 

reflect on the last sentence of the  quote above.  Embrace your families and surround them with love.  

Have a wonderful Holiday and a Happy New Year.    

 
  

LaToy Kennedy,  Ph.D.  

Chief Curriculum and Instructional Officer 

101 TEACHING TIPS, SECRETS, AND IDEAS FOR 2013 
(www.teachthought.com) 

 

Each month a few of the 101 will be listed, however if you would like to see them all at once, 

they are located on the website listed above.  

 

61. Concept maps are your friends—for assessment, struggling writers, pre-writing, tracking narrative 

structures, or simple navigating complex ideas. 

62. Use technology to make the classroom walls transparent. 

63. Use a wide variety of physical and digital media. 

64. Believe in yourself and your students equally. 

65. Perception is reality. 

66. Have a great classroom library—especially in math, science, social studies, etc. 

67. Be vulnerable. 

68. Teach in the moment. When you leave school each day, that day is gone. Don’t constantly teach for 

some nebulous future or foreboding exam. Live and learn in the now. 

69. Create reference sheets of commonly-used practices, formulas, graphic organizers, terms, etc., and 

have students keep those in their binders. 

70. Use write-arounds across all content areas to allow students to quietly build on one another’s     

thinking. 

71. Assume the best. 

72. Do all that you can to not take work home. (It’s possible) 

73. Be aware of how you look to others—students, staff, parents, etc. 

No one has yet realize the wealth of sympathy, the kindness and generosity hidden in the 
soul of a child. The effort of every true education should unlock that treasure.  

Emma Goldman 



            

CLASSROOM STRATEGIES FOR INCREASING ATTENTION AND FOCUS 
From Super Duper Handy Handouts #290 -by Amber Hodgson, M.A., CCC -SLP: 

 

Submitted by Maureen Langholf / Director of Special Education  

 
Attention plays a very important role in students’ success in the classroom. Attention 

allows students to “tune out” unrelated information, background noise, visual distractions, 

and even their own thoughts. By doing this, students are able to concentrate and focus on 

the important information being given by teachers. All students can have problems 

attending to their teachers from time to time. However, students with learning disabilities, 

processing problems, or ADHD can have more frequent and significant problems attending. Teachers have a 

critical role in keeping students on task and attentive. Here are some strategies to increase focus in the 

classroom.  

**Structure the classroom effectively. Try to arrange desks in a way that allows all students to equally 

be able to focus on you. You should be able to move around the room to get to all students easily in order to 

respond to questions and better control behavior.  

**Keep directions/lessons clear and concise. Begin lessons with examples and activities that attract 

students’ attention and get them ready for the information that follows. Use both verbal and written 

instructions during lessons. Ask students if they understand the directions, and see if they can repeat them 

back to you. Provide follow-up directions in writing and highlight or underline key words.  

**Monitor your talking. Decrease the amount of time you lecture, and try to incorporate more questions to 

get the students involved. Students are more likely to participate and engage in what they are learning if 

they feel like they have a choice and a voice in the activity or lesson. Questions also help students focus on 

what is more important to learn. Ask questions at the end of a lesson, but also before the introduction of new 

material.  

**Develop signals. Use special signs to let students know that it is time to focus attention. You can give a 

countdown, hold up color-coded cards, clap a rhythm or use a timer.  

**Engage through movement. You can provide opportunities for physical tasks in the classroom. Students 

will listen and focus more if there is a chance for active participation. Set aside time to do some stretching 

before or between lessons.  

**Vary teaching styles.  

Recognize that students’ learning styles can be very different. You can show information visually through 

charts, maps, thinking maps, or software. You can also engage students by incorporating dance, drama, 

music, experiments, and other forms of hands-on learning activities. Students can also learn by doing projects 

or giving presentations with another classmate or in small groups. Relating topics of discussion to the 

students’ interests helps increase classroom attention and participation. 

I BRING YOU THE GIFT OF THESE FOUR WORDS: I BELIEVE IN YOU.  Blaise Pascal 

The Master Teacher 

 I believe in you is a statement that can change the way students view us and how we 

see them.  Students will see us in a new light.  Telling and showing students that we believe in 

them is life changing.  When we demonstrate our confidence in their ability to learn and succeed 

beyond what they have shown before or ever believed possible, we can unleash the power of the          

student-teacher union for real achievement.  Many students go through their whole life without hearing 

those words.   

 Our belief in the potential and ultimate success of our students also repositions us to become 

partners and co-workers with them in building his/her success.  We become the advocate and the supporter 

of each student in his or her journey toward achievement. We put aside their doubts and fears and open the 

possibility and expectation that they are capable of more than they have ever achieved and beyond what 

they may even have imagined.   

 We build hope within our students that success is possible and commit our support to make it so.  

Telling and showing our students that we believe in them conveys high expectations and also helps to build 

the foundation for a relationship that goes far beyond the traditional teacher and student roles.  We open the 

opportunity to be a coach and mentor and become a significant and lasting influence on our students.   



  

READY...SET...HERE THEY COME!!! 
(Submitted by Kristin Langston-Rogers, Curriculum Facilitator) 

 
 

“It’s an exciting time in science education,” said an Illinois chemistry teacher. “We are moving from primarily 

only teaching science content to developing students’ knowledge and science skills. Focusing on evidence-based 

explanations and application, the performance expectations pull together the big ideas of the NGSS and 

Common Core Standards for ELA and Mathematics.” 
 

Through a collaborative, state-led process, new K—12 science standards were developed that are rich in  

content and practice and arranged in a coherent, progressive manner across disciplines and grades to provide 

all students an internationally benchmarked science education. The Next Generation Science Standards are 

based on the Framework for K—12 Science Education developed by the National Research Council. The 

NGSS were released for adoption in April 2013. Currently, eight states have adopted the new standards. 
 

Why new science standards? Why now? 

Science—and therefore science education—is central to the lives of all Americans, preparing them to be   

informed citizens in a democracy and knowledgeable consumers. If the nation is to compete and lead in the 

global economy and if American students are to be able to pursue expanding employment opportunities in   

science-related fields, all students must have a solid K—12 science education that prepares them for college 

and careers. The current Illinois Learning Standards for Science were developed in 1985. Needless to say,    

major advances have since taken place in the world of science and in our understanding of how students learn 

science effectively. 
 

How is the development of the Next Generation Science Standards different than the 

development of the Common Core Standards? 

The Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) is following a different developmental pathway than did the 

Common Core State Standards (CCSS) in English  language arts and mathematics. The process for the      

science standards development takes into account the importance of having the scientific and educational 

research communities identify core ideas in science and articulate them across grade bands. That is why the 

National Research Council (NRC) took the first step by constructing a Framework for K—12 

Science Education—to ensure scientific validity and accuracy. A committee of 18 experts in 

science, engineering, cognitive science, teaching and learning, curriculum, assessment and 

educational policy, were responsible for writing the Framework. The Framework describes a 

vision of what it means to be proficient in science. The NGSS is based on the Framework. 
 

Where is the State of Illinois in the adoption process? 

NGSS was presented to the Illinois State Board of Education at the September 19, 2013 Board Meeting. The 

Board’s vote has begun the following process:  
 

  September 19   1st Read of NGSS by ISBE. The Board voted to begin adoption process 

  Oct. 4—Nov. 18  45-day Public Comment Period 

  January 2014  2nd Read of NGSS by ISBE 

  Feb.—March 2014 Joint Committee on Administrative Rules Review. Official adoption  

     follows. 
 

…….much more about NGSS! Or visit www.nextgenscience.org/ for more information. 

The mediocre teacher tells; the good teacher 

explains; the superior teacher demonstrates; the 

Great Teacher Inspires.  William Arthur Ward 



LIBRARY NEWS 

Submitted by Carol Robb, Librarian 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                   PSD150 staff and students have free access to the online collection of books in the animated 

TumbleBook Library, Tumble Book Cloud, TumbleBook Cloud Junior, and AudioBook Cloud through the 

Peoria Public Library web site.  A library card is not required for these resources.  In addition to the books 

themselves, there are links to supplemental lesson plans, quizzes, and related  National Geographic videos. 

The offerings may be searched by reading level, title, genre, or author. The TumbleBook Library has a 

language learning section with books in Spanish, French, and Russian. TumbleBook Cloud and TumbleBook 

Jr. offer ready-made units aligned to standards in the Common Core portal.  For more information on the 

contents of each collection, the homepage for each library is shown below. These resources work well as 

individual computer activities or interactive with a whole class using the SMARTBoard. TumbleBooks may be 

accessed from any device with an internet connection.  The format combines the flexibility of an ebook with 

full-length professional narration and highlighted text so kids can follow along.  Enhanced novels include 

chapter/plot summaries, character sketches, connecting to the text, and quizzes. In addition all books allow 

readers to highlight portions of a book and add notes. Readers may create their own secondary login to retrieve 

“Favorites” from any computer. 



 

LIBRARY NEWS Cont.   

You live longer once you realize that any time 

spent being unhappy is wasted. Ruth E. Renkl 



 
PBIS: BEST PRACTICES IN EFFECTIVE BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT—

IMPLEMENTING WITH INTEGRITY  
Submitted by Michelle Coconate & Kristen McElligatt, RtI Facilitators 

 The district has adopted the implementation of Positive Behavioral Interventions & Supports (PBIS), a 

research & evidenced-based implementation framework for addressing behavioral, social and emotional        

supports for students. PBIS is a three-tiered Response to Intervention (RtI)  approach.  

 At Tier 1, all school PBIS teams have been trained in Tier 1 implementation practices and continue to 

be provided coaching support from the district RtI Facilitators. Each school is expected to have Tier 1 systems, 

data and practices in place at this time. In addition, teams are meeting for district-wide professional develop-

ment and technical assistance on either December 3rd or 5th. 

 Six schools began Tier 2 training last school year (Charter Oak, Franklin, Hines, Northmoor, Thomas 

Jefferson & Woodrow Wilson). The remaining schools began Tier 2 training on September 30, 2013. Each 

school is        expected to have the first level of Tier 2 intervention, Check-In, Check-Out (CICO) in place after 

winter break. Many schools have already begun implementing CICO and the 6 schools that began last year, 

are continuing to refine their implementation of CICO. School PBIS Tier 2 teams attended district-wide       

professional development and technical assistance on either November 20th or 21st. The six schools will attend 

district-provided training on the second level of Tier 2 intervention, Social/Academic Instructional Groups 

(SAIG) on January 31, 2013. 

 Each school should be planning a school-wide PBIS refresher for all students and staff after winter 

break. It is important to reteach the school-wide expectations and recommit to acknowledging expected        

behaviors. Using discipline data from the first half of the school year to determine where to focus the              

re-teaching of expectations is essential. Please contact an RtI Facilitator for assistance and support. 

 Research is clear that effective implementation that decreases discipline offenses and      

improves school climate and safety, is contingent on all adults actively engaging in PBIS practices 

with fidelity.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

Tier 1/Universal
School-Wide Assessment

School-Wide Prevention Systems

SIMEO Tools:    
HSC-T, RD-T, EI-T

Check-in/ 

Check-out

Individualized Check-

In/Check-Out, Groups & 

Mentoring (ex. CnC)

Brief Functional Behavioral Assessment/

Behavior Intervention Planning (FBA/BIP)

Complex FBA/BIP

Wraparound

ODRs, 

Attendance, 

Tardies, Grades, 

DIBELS, etc.

Daily Progress 

Report (DPR)

(Behavior and 

Academic Goals) 

Competing Behavior        

Pathway, Functional 

Assessment Interview, 

Scatter Plots, etc.

Social/Academic 

Instructional Groups

Positive Behavior Interventions & Supports:

A Response to Intervention (RtI) Model

Illinois PBIS Network, Revised May 2009

Adapted from T. Scott, 2004

Tier 2/

Secondary  

Tier 3/

Tertiary

A compliment is the lift in the elevator of life.  Sue Cox 



STAYING HAPPY AND HEALTHY 

Submitted by Bryan Devine, Curriculum Facilitator 

Educating our students is a stressful job.  It is a challenge to meet all the demands 

placed on each of us every day. Here are a few ideas that can help you remain positive 

and focused to continue to do the amazing job that you do.  Look for more of these ideas 

next month. 

After exploring what accounts for ultimate satisfaction, Martin Seligman, the father of positive 

psychology, says he was surprised to find that the pursuit of pleasure has hardly any contribution to a 

lasting fulfillment. Instead, pleasure is "the whipped cream and the cherry" that adds a certain sweetness to 

satisfactory lives founded by the simultaneous pursuit of meaning and engagement.  Happy people have 
habits you can introduce into your everyday life that may add to the bigger picture of bliss. Joyful folk have 

certain inclinations that add to their    pursuit of meaning -- and motivate them along the way.  While there 

are several of these tips to come in the future months, this tip seemed the most important for the  December 

newsletter.  Almost all of us know someone affected by the devastation in East Peoria, Pekin and 

Washington areas on November 17, 2013.  Additionally, holidays are approaching.  It seemed this one tip 

should be the focus of this column for this month. 

They devote some of their time to giving. 

Even though there are only 24 hours in a day, positive people fill some of that time doing good for others, 

which in return, does some good for the do-gooders themselves. A long-term research project 

called Americans’ Changing Lives found a bevy of benefits associated with altruism: “Volunteer work was 

good for both mental and physical health. People of all ages who volunteered were happier and experienced 

better physical health and less depression,” reported Peggy Thoits, the leader of one of the studies. 

Givers also experience what researchers call “the helper’s high,” a euphoric state experienced by those 
engaged in charitable acts. “This is probably a literal “high,” similar to a drug-induced high,” writes 

Christine L. Carter, Ph.D. “The act of making a financial donation triggers the reward center in our brains 

that is responsible for dopamine-mediated euphoria.” 

SLOW DANCE 
 

Have you ever watched kids on a merry-go-round?  Or listened to the 

rain slapping on the ground?  Ever followed a butterfly’s erratic flight? 

Or gazed at the sun into the fading night? 
 

You better slow down. Don’t dance so fast. Time is short. The music 

won’t last.   
 

When you ask how you are? Do you hear the reply?  When the day is done, do you 

lie in your bed with the next hundred chores running through your head? 
 

You better slow down. Don’t dance so fast. Time is short. The music won’t last.   
 

Ever told your child, we’ll do it tomorrow?  And in your haste, not see his sorrow?  

Ever lost touch, let a good friendship die? ‘Cause you never had time to call and say, 

“hi”. 
 

You better slow down. Don’t dance so fast. Time is short. The music won’t last.   
 

When you run so fast to get somewhere you miss half the fun of getting there. 

When you worry and hurry through your day, it is like an unopened gift...thrown 

away.  
 

Life is not a race. Do take it slower. Hear the music before the song is 

over.   



THE TRANSFORMATIVE POWER OF ARTS INTEGRATION IN CLOSING THE 

ACHIEVEMENT GAP 
Excerpts from Defining Arts Integration by Lynne B. Silverstein and Sean Layne 

Submitted by Sharon Reed, 21st Century 
 

 The arts provide us with an opportunity to study our own culture and the cultures of the 

world around us.  While the study of art for its own sake is important for its contributions to the heart and 

soul of people, arts integration is emerging as a highly effective methodology in closing the achievement gap.  

 Arts integration transforms teaching and learning in and through the arts. The Kennedy Center 

defines Arts Integration as an APPROACH to teaching in which students construct and demonstrate 

UNDERSTANDING through an ART FORM.  Students engage in a CREATIVE PROCESS which 

connects an art form and another subject area and meets EVOLVING OBJECTIVES in both. Inside the 

definition: 

 Arts Integration is an APPROACH to TEACHING … 

   Arts integration is larger than a stand-alone activity.  It is not something that happens once 

a week, or solely as a project at the end of the semester.  It is a way of thinking, communicating, and 

responding that is embedded in one’s teaching practice. 

 Students construct and demonstrate UNDERSTANDING… 

 Arts integration provides multiple ways for students to make sense of what they know 

(construct understanding) and make that learning visible (demonstrate understanding).  Visible             

demonstrations of learning serve as both formative assessments that guide teaching and summative 

assessments that determine what students have learned. 

…through an ART FORM. 

 Students can—and should—have opportunities to construct and demonstrate their 

understanding in various ways.  The arts give learners various ways to acquire information and act on it to 

build understanding. 

Students engage in a CREATIVE PROCESS… 

 Arts integration requires that students do more than repeat a song, copy and art project, or 

follow directions.  They develop craft, create, reflect, assess, revise, and share.  They create original work 

that communicates their points of view and feelings. 

…which CONNECTS an art form and another subject area… 

 A distinguished aspect of arts integration is its interdisciplinary connections.  In arts 

integration, connections are made between a specific art form and a specific curriculum area. 

…and meets the EVOLVING OBJECTIVE in both. 

 Arts integration requires that objectives are identified in both the art form and the other 

subject area. 

STUDENT REFLECTION STRATEGIES 
Compact Guides - Assessments: Strategies, techniques, and tools      

Student involvement is an integral part of formative assessment.  Self-assessment leads to         

increased interest in performance because it is the student's own thoughts about their learning. 

Students should engage as assessors of their own learning and serve as resources to other students. 
 

 Offer repeated opportunities for students to self - assess work and monitor use of given feedback. Work to 

develop automaticity in self-assessment.  

 Focus on what to lean and how to learn. 

 Keep goals specific, reachable, and challenging. 

 Integrate reflective informative assessments into classroom instruction; these may not occur daily. 

 Engage students in reflective activities. 

  Have students record thoughts in science lab logs. 

  Invite students to maintain literary journals or reading response journals. 

  Employ student portfolios and/or work folders as a means to collect, select, and reflect on chosen 

 pieces of work.   

  Have students use dialogue, discussion, or written formants to reflect during and after projects and 

 performance tasks. 

  Have students use metacognitive questioning prompts or cues that promote thinking about one’s 

 own thinking and learning. 



 PROMOTING YOUR PROGRAMS: GETTING STUDENTS EXCITED 

ABOUT PERFORMING ENSEMBLES 
Submitted by Dan Hiles, Fine Arts Facilitator 

 

Whether you’re trying to get beginning students interested in band, orchestra, or choir, or 

continuing to strengthen your middle school and high school programs, promoting your 

programs to the students and getting them excited about performing is essential to having a healthy, 

thriving fine arts program within any district.  Here are some ideas to keep in mind as we head into concert 

season. 
 

Start Young 

You don’t have to wait until students are in 5th grade to start the recruiting process.  Coordinating with the 

general music teachers in your area to put on a mini-concert or an instrument demonstration or lesson 

would be an exciting opportunity for all students involved.  Not only are the younger students learning 

about the different instrument families, how they function, different voice types, etc., but the older students 

involved in the ensembles will have a chance to showcase their abilities to younger students. 
 

Before and After School Rehearsal Opportunities 

If there are weeks where rehearsal time is scarce or if your students aren’t progressing to where you want 

them to be, you may want to offer extra opportunities for them to improve. This may involve individual 

students or specific sections coming in and receiving extra rehearsal before or after school.  Here are a few 

incentives which may help encourage students to take advantage of such opportunities: 

 Donuts or other inexpensive breakfast foods  

 PBIS tickets 

 Letting students pick their favorite songs at the end of rehearsal 

 Receiving extra credit  
 

Rehearsals such as these are optional, but can be productive.  Establish the needs of your group(s) and 

make one or two easily attainable goals for these rehearsals.  When your students start feeling successful in 

these rehearsals, they’ll be more likely to want to seek it out more often.   
 

Concert Promotion 

Don’t forget to heavily promote your concerts or events to your students and families.  Send flyers home to 

your families, ask classroom teachers if they would make mention of them in their classroom newsletters, 

and ask your building principals if they would make Skylert calls to remind parents of your programs.  

During your programs, make mention of upcoming events for the remainder of the school year and the 

upcoming school year if you have dates available.  Remember to get your students excited about the concert 

by getting them involved as much as possible.  If time allows, you could allow them to help you design the 

flyers, let a few of them introduce some of the pieces during the concert, or find other simple and fun ways to 

involve them.   
 

Since this is concert season and we’ll be seeing many families, this is a great time to start 

thinking about ways we can continue to promote our programs. Always remember, you can 

be the best advocate and salesman for your ensemble!  I would like to thank each and every 

one of you for all of your hard work and dedication to our students.  I want to wish you the 

happiest and healthiest of holiday seasons. 

 

 

         Reflection is more than simply thinking hard about a situation or event.  

Rather, it involves asking hard questions of yourself, thoughtfully processing 

the potential answers, and then taking responsibility for the decisions that 

ensue. The factors that provide the framework for reflection are your life 

experiences, the new knowledge gathered from research and theory, and 

organizational factors that impact change.   
Jones, J. (1998) 



COMMON CORE ALIGNED LESSON REFLECTION 
Submitted by Susan Gobeyn, Mathematics and Science Coordinator 

 

 Implementation of the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics will require a 

shift in the pedagogical thinking about the nature of teaching and learning. This shift basically 

says: We will no longer teach students to memorize and perform procedures without understanding. Rather, 

we will ask them to think like mathematicians while solving meaningful real-world problems.  

 Delivering lessons that are aligned with the expectations of the Common Core require teachers to 

reflect on their current instructional practices.  Reflection with a desire to improve is the key to changing 

teaching practices.  Teachers who reflect are constantly looking at ways of improving upon what they said or 

what they did during their lessons. They reflect on student engagement and on student understanding. They 

reflect on what went right and what went wrong. They reflect as lessons progress and after lessons are over. 

 As you deliver your purposefully planned lessons in the coming weeks, take the opportunity to reflect 

on what went well and what may need some improvement.  The following questions can be used as you take 

this journey of reflection and change: 

1. Was the lesson content aligned to the District 4-Quarter Plan and the Common Core Standards for 

Mathematics? Explain why or why not. 

2. Did the lesson engage students in any/all of the Common Core Standards for Mathematical Practice?  If so, 

describe how the students were engaged in each practice. If not, what could have been done differently in order 

to engage the students in developing these important habits of mind? 

3. Did the lesson reflect any of the “shifts” in instruction (focus, coherence, fluency, deep conceptual 

understanding, application, and balanced emphasis)? If so, describe which shift is addressed and how. If not, 

describe how the lesson could be improved to reflect the instructional shifts. 

4. How did this lesson reflect academic rigor? 

5. How did this lesson cognitively engage all students?  

6. How did this lesson engage students in collaborative learning and enhance their collaborative learning 

skills? 

7. Was I well prepared to present the lesson (Think content knowledge, assessing/advancing questions, and 

amount of purposeful work)? Explain 

8. Was I able to develop assessing and advancing questions as needed throughout the lesson? Why or why not? 

9. Did I alter the instructional plan as we went through the lesson? Explain why. 

10. What were the most successful elements of the lesson? Explain why. 

11. If I had the opportunity to teach this lesson again to the same students what would I do differently? 

Explain why. 

DEVELOP AN INTERACTIVE LECTURE STYLE 
Lecturing Interactively in the University Classroom—www.ad,.uwaterloo.ca/infrotrac 

 

Listed below are ways to move toward a more interactive lecture style: 

 Design “Mini Lectures” you can deliver in 10-15 minute blocks and then follow up with discussion or other 

activities. 

 Cover only three to five main points or themes each lecture. 

 Relay your key points as learning objectives. Use action verbs. “By the end of class you’ll be able to .. (solve, 

explain, write). 

 Stress why the material is valuable. 

 Help students link the material in one mini-lecture to the next.  

 Be flexible during delivery.  Adjust what you’ve plan to say to the student’s level  of interest or confusion. 

 Use student’s questions to determine your next point.  

 Create visual aids during lecture. Solve problems. Show processes. 

 Ask students to explain and demonstrate a concept. 

 Stop to brainstorm ideas as a class. 

 Periodically ask student if they can hear and see clearly.  



ARE WE DEVELOPING AND GROWING AS PROFESSIONALS? 
Submitted by Revonda Johnson, Instructional Improvement Officer 

 

 By now, each staff member should have completed their Mid-Cycle Conference 

with their evaluator.  Areas of strength have been noted, and each staff member should 

have suggestions for improvement if you are a Non-Tenured or Tenured Summative 

teacher. This information shared with you should be utilized to help you grow and 

improve before the final summative conferences are held in February.  All of us know 

that “Teaching is a profession built on the hard work, reflection, care, persistence and intellect of great 

teachers.”  As you reflect on the conversations held at your Mid-Cycle Conference, what will you do to work 

towards the change that is needed to improve your role as  “great teacher.”  What do you need as a resource 

or guide?  Have you advocated for assistance?  Are there other colleagues in your building who are master’s 

in the areas where you may need assistance?  Does the conversation in your team time, professional learning 

communities, or teacher’s lounge look for solutions on improving areas of need or does it find excuses that 

can stump the growth that is taking place in your professional learning environment?   

 One issue many of us have as educators is we like to work in isolation.  We expect our students to 

work in small groups or pairs to complete a project or assignment, but it is hard for us to open up and reflect 

with those around us in order to improve our own skills.  As times change, so must we.  Don’t be afraid to 

ask for suggestions, try something new, or visit other teachers classrooms to review best practices that you 

can “steal” and make your own.  Your Mid-Cycle Conference should have given you direction on what you 

should be doing to continue your growth.   

 As we move into the final observation and last of the informal observations, your evaluator should 

see your efforts through deliberate intentions by you as a professional.  As we approach the holiday period, 

things will become busy, but you must not let time pass you by.  Continuously reflect in order to move to the 

right of the spectrum!  Judith Warren stated “School improvement is most surely and thoroughly achieved 

when teachers engage in frequent, continuous and increasingly concrete talk about teaching practices... 

capable of distinguishing one practice and it's virtue from another.”   

 As we come near the end of our evaluation cycle, be the bold leader your school or our district needs 

by using your reflection as a foundation for helping to improve not only your craft but the community of 

learners in your building.   

 

The holidays are the time for 
family, our most precious gift 

of all. 
 

May the spirit of the season 
spill out from below your tree, 
atop your hearth, and around 

your dining table. 
 

Wishing you a Happy, Restful 
Holiday Season. 

 
 
 

The Curriculum Department 



STAR LITERACY TEACHERS VALUE RELATIONSHIPS, RIGOR AND 

RELEVANCE 
Submitted by Shameika Sykes-Patterson, Social Studies/Literacy Coordinator 

Set high expectations, 

Teach with intention, 

Actively engage students, 
and value 

Relationships, Rigor, Relevance 

 

S.T.A.R. literacy teachers value relationships, rigor and relevance.  Academic rigor refers to learning in 

which students demonstrate a thorough in-depth mastery of challenging tasks to develop cognitive skills 

through reflective thought, analysis, problem solving, evaluation, or creativity. It is the quality of thinking, 

not the quantity, that defines academic rigor, and rigorous learning can occur at any school grade and in 

any subject. 
 

Relevance refers to learning in which students apply core knowledge, concepts, or skills to solve real world 

problems. Relevant learning is interdisciplinary and contextual. Student work can range from routine to 

complex in any grade and any subject. Relevant learning is created, for example, through authentic 

problems or tasks, simulations, service learning, connecting concepts to current issues, and teaching others.  
 

There are students who do extremely well academically, but who seem to be dysfunctional in the world 

beyond school. They lack the ability to apply their knowledge to real-life situations. Rigor without relevance 

can enable students to be successful in school, but result in failure once they no longer have that structure 

and guidance. 
 

Four characteristics are found in successfully increasing student achievement: 
 

 A relationship must exist between the teacher and student.  Creating an appropriate environment for 

learning begins with establishing ground rules that include many of the aspects of quality teaching, 

such as respect, responsibility, honesty, civility and tolerance.  Only after these values are established 

with students in the classroom can learning based on rigor and relevance begin to accelerate. 

 

 Students must be actively engaged in their own learning process. The student has to do the bulk of the 

work. Schools cannot improve the academic performance of students by doing something to them. 

Students must be actively engaged and take responsibility for their learning. Being actively engaged in 

the learning process gives purpose and direction to student aspirations. 

 

 The curriculum must have content that is both academically rigorous and relevant to students. If 

students are to be engaged in the learning process, they have to see the relevance of what they are 

learning. In effect, relevance leads to rigor. 

 

 Teachers need to have up-to-date skills and knowledge in the disciplines in which they teach, but they 

need to be teachers first, experts second. They also need to incorporate teaching practices that promote 

the relevancy of what they are teaching. The 21st century learner is fundamentally different than those 

of the past. The instructional strategies and practices used will vary based upon how these students 

learn best. (Daggett, 2012)  

“A reader lives a thousand lives before 

he dies, said Jojen. The man who    

never reads lives only one.”  
George R.R. Martin, A Dance with Dragons 



ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNERS AND TESTING                                                  

ACCOMMODATIONS FOR 2014. 
Submitted by Rebecca Lindholm  

 

 All students that are identified as limited English proficient are eligible for 

testing accommodations for the 2014 ISAT and PSAE.  Accommodations are practices 

and procedures in the areas of presentation, response, setting, and timing/scheduling 

which are intended to increase access to test item content for students who are potentially impacted by 

conditions unrelated to the measured construct, which may interfere with their performance. 

Accommodations provided to a student during state assessments should be similar to those provided during 

classroom instruction and classroom assessments. However, some instructional accommodations are not 

appropriate for use on state assessments.  All test administrators, must familiarize themselves with testing 

procedures by reading the test administration manual for ISAT/PSAE.  

 Accommodations should be selected with care on an individual student basis, considering student 

background variables such as time in the U.S., language of instruction, level of literacy in each language, 

classroom accommodations, etc. Applying more accommodations is not necessarily better. Providing students 

with accommodations that are not truly needed may have a negative impact on performance. For ELLs in 

grades 3-8, the decision to use the regular ISAT, LM (Linguistically Modified) version, or to read the Math 

and Science tests needs to be made now. Accommodation materials will be ordered in December. Allowable 

accommodations for ISAT are listed in the current District and School Coordination Manual and the Test 

Administration Manuals. Allowed accommodations fall into four categories: 1) timing/scheduling: 2) setting: 

3) presentation: and 4) response.  One important point, students taking the LM version may not be tested in 

the same session with students using the regular ISAT form for Math and Science.  

 Students using Form LM may be mixed with students using the regular ISAT form for Reading only. 

If an ELL has an IEP, accommodations are available  in addition to accommodations specified in the IEP. 

There are two exceptions. ISAT Form LM (Linguistically Modified) may not be read aloud. Secure test 

material may not be locally translated into another language. For a student with disabilities, the IEP Team 

is responsible for determining the appropriate state assessment. It will be either the ISAT, IAA, EXPLORE, 

PLAN, or PSAE with or without accommodations. 

 

EXEMPTIONS for 2014 

 ELLs may be excused from EXPLORE and PLAN if local staff deem in inappropriate for them.  

READING EXEMPTION—An ELL student who has attended school in the U.S. for less than one year, as of 

the beginning of the regular state testing window for the assessment that the student would take, may be 

excused from the state reading assessment for one cycle. 

 PSAE—Students who utilize State Allowed accommodations forfeit their ACT scores for college and 

scholarship applications. When materials are ordered, school staff must confirm that parents and students 

are aware that PSAE Day 1 scores earned with State-Allowed Accommodations are not college reportable. 

This article does not contain all information/rules pertaining to accommodations for state testing for ELLs. 

All test administrators are required to read the test administration manual prior to testing. If you have a 

student who is an ELL, you should also read: the ISBE publication Assessment Accommodations For ELLs 

Guidance for 2013-2014. This publication is available on the ISBE website under the assessment division. 

COSTA’S LEVELS OF THINKING AND QUESTIONING 
AVID 

Level 1—Define and Describe 

 Gathering Information 

 Gaining Knowledge 

 Building Foundational   

Thinking 

Level 2—Identify and     

Interpret 

 Comparing New Infor-

mation with Existing    

Information 

 Distinguishing               

Differences 

Level 3—Analyze and Apply 

 Creating Connections 

 Determining Opinions and Positions 

 Applying Information to New Situa-

tions 



Video Contest! 
Modeling a Best Practice of Domain 2:  

The Classroom Environment 
 

  Video yourself modeling any of the five (5) 

components of  

Domain 2: The Classroom Environment 

o 2a:  Creating an environment of respect and rapport 

o 2b:  Establishing a culture for learning 

o 2c:  Managing classroom procedures 

o 2d:  Managing student behavior 

o 2e:  Organizing physical space 
 

 One video from each Domain component will be selected.  Each winning video will 

be used to showcase PSD150 Best Practices in Domain 2 

 Video should be 3-5 minutes in length: 

 

 Please make sure that any student being filmed has a signed Photo Release on file 

 Create the video using a standard video format of .avi, .mov, or .mp4 

 Name your file using the following naming convention:  

component.last.first.schoolnumber  (2c.Marlin.Shannon.403)  

 All submissions must be put in Gaggle and shared with  Shannon Marlin by Fri-

day, December 20th 

 Use Subject:  Video Contest  

 The winning teacher and their building’s Master Trainer will each be awarded a $50 

gift card and notified by January 10th 

Time Requirement 

1 minute A brief overview detailing how you will model the Domain component 

2-3 minutes Model the behavior with your students 

1 minute A summary of the lesson 

PSD 150 


